Make Life Beautiful

Imagine stepping outside your home into your very own oasis. Sit back and listen to the soothing sounds of running water as you enjoy the enchanting sights of nature. Feel the cares of today’s busy world slip from your shoulders as you relax and de-stress in your very own personal paradise!

An Aquascape water feature becomes the highlight of your outdoor living space. Add a touch of water to your patio with a simple Patio Pond or Fire Fountain. Incorporate a Pondless® Waterfall or an ecosystem pond into your landscape to add aesthetic appeal to your property while providing a stunning backdrop for outdoor entertaining. You’ll enjoy gathering friends and family near your beautiful water feature and witness the delight of children as they explore nature, up close and personal.

When you choose an Aquascape water feature, you can rest assured knowing our work focuses on providing customers a natural, environmentally-friendly approach to crafting and sustaining water features. At Aquascape, your paradise is our passion. For over 25 years, we’ve been creating and field-testing beautiful water features in order to provide you with the most reliable products and best value in the industry.
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Self-contained water and fire features have been gaining in popularity in recent years. The Aquascape Fire Fountain is easy to set up and allows you to enjoy the beauty and elegance of flickering fire and flowing water. You’ll enjoy the soft sound of trickling water as the flame burns brightly in the center of the bowl. Constructed of durable glass fiber reinforced concrete (GFRC) and available in three sizes, choose the Fire Fountain that best suits your space and budget.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT AQUASCAPEINC.COM/FIRE-FOUNTAINS

Create It
Fire Fountain 24” #78201
Fire Fountain 28” #78202
Fire Fountain 32” #78203

Enhance It
1/4” Reflective Black Fire Glass #78262
1/4” Cobalt Blue Fire Glass #78263
1/4” Aquamarine Fire Glass #78264

Maintain It
Fountain Maintenance 8 oz #40007
Fountain Maintenance 16 oz #96056
Enjoy a water garden in a matter of minutes. Create a beautifully planted water bowl with a variety of aquatic plants. Include underwater lighting and a couple of small fish like “rosy reds” for added interest and color.

A small bamboo fountain provides the soothing sound of running water to enjoy with your mini water garden. Available in a variety of sizes and colors, you can place your Patio Pond almost anywhere – outdoors or in!

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT AQUASCAPEINC.COM/PATIO-PONDS
PATIO PONDS

SIZE OPTIONS:

**Create It**

1. **Aquatic Patio Pond Kit**
   - Kit Includes:
     - 16" Square Textured Gray Slate Patio Pond
     - Pouring Bamboo Fountain with Pump

2. **European Terra Cotta Patio Pond**
   - 24" round #98855
   - 32" round #98858
   - 40" round #98861

3. **Desert Granite Patio Pond**
   - 24" round #98854
   - 32" round #98857
   - 40" round #98860

4. **Green Slate Patio Pond**
   - 24" round #98853
   - 32" round #98856
   - 40" round #98859

5. **Textured Gray Slate Patio Pond**
   - 22" sq. #78049
   - 27" sq. #78050
   - 33" sq. #78051

**Enhance It**

6. **Deer Scarer Bamboo Fountain**
   - #78013

7. **Pouring 3-Tier Bamboo Fountain**
   - #78015

8. **Adjustable Pouring Bamboo Fountain**
   - #78014

9. **Garden and Pond LED Spotlight Kit**
   - #84030
   - Garden and Pond 1-Watt LED Waterfall and Up Light
     - #84032
   - NEW Color-Changing 2-Watt LED Waterfall and Up Light
     - #84057
   - Garden and Pond 1-Watt LED Spotlight
     - #84031
   - NEW Color-Changing 4.5-Watt LED Spotlight
     - #84059

**Maintain It**

- Container Water Garden Filter
  - #77005
- Maintenance Tabs
  - #40004
Aquascape Fountain Kits make it easy to add a splash of water to your yard. Available in a variety of options, you’re sure to find one that suits your unique style. Fountain rocks create rustic appeal, while urns provide an elegant feel to your landscape.

Fountains can be added to any space in your yard, making them an ideal choice if you want a smaller water feature. Butterflies and birds will enjoy the refreshment your fountain brings to the garden. You’ll delight in the new sights and sounds of nature that a fountain provides.

If you’re looking for a quick weekend project to enhance your landscape with water, fountains are the perfect choice! Aquascape Fountain Kits save you time, money, and guesswork by bundling the perfect selection of products needed to create an elegant, one-of-a-kind fountain.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT AQUASCAPEINC.COM/FOUNTAIN-KITS
FOUNTAIN KITS

KITS INCLUDE:

- Fountain
- AquaBasin® Mini
- Water Pump
- Tubing

Create It

① Leaning Vase Fountain Kit #98921
② Swirly Vase Fountain Kit #98054
③ Mini Stacked Slate Urn Fountain Kit #98060
④ Amphora Vase Fountain Kit #98923

Enhance It

⑤ LED Fountain Light #84008
NEW Color-Changing LED Fountain Light #940272

Maintain It

Fountain Foam Free 8 oz #98908
Fountain Scale Free 8 oz #98907
Fountain Maintenance 8 oz #40007
Fountain Maintenance 16 oz #96056
KITS INCLUDE:

- Fountain or Waterfall Spillway
- Aquabasin® 45
- Energy-Efficient Pump
- Piping
- Installation Accessories
- Backyard Waterfall Landscape Fountain Kit includes pre-cut EPDM Liner, Geotextile Underlayment, and a Welcome Kit.

Create It

① Spillway Bowl and Basin Landscape Fountain Kit #58087
② Medium Stacked Slate Urn Landscape Fountain Kit #58090
③ Backyard Waterfall Landscape Fountain Kit #83013 [CDN #83013C]
④ Pagoda Fountain Rocks Set of 3 Landscape Fountain Kit #58086
⑤ Mongolian Basalt Columns Set of 3 Landscape Fountain Kit #58089
Mongolian Basalt Column 30” Landscape Fountain Kit #58065
⑥ Stacked Slate Spillway Wall Landscape Fountain Kit #78269
⑦ Medium Scalloped Urn Landscape Fountain Kit #78270
⑧ Medium Rippled Urn Landscape Fountain Kit #78271
⑨ NEW Medium Stacked Slate Sphere Landscape Fountain Kit #78290

Enhance It

⑩ Garden and Pond LED Spotlight Kit #84030
Fire Fountain Add-On Kit for the Stacked Slate Fountains #78221
Fire Fountain Add-On Kit for the Rippled Urns #78267
Fire Fountain Add-On Kit for the Scalloped Urns #78260

Maintain It

Automatic Dosing System for Fountains #96031
Prevent for Fountains #96042
Clean for Fountains #96037
Re-circulating fountains are easy-to-install, low maintenance water features that create a unique focal point in your landscape. The fountain works by pumping water contained in a large, in-ground reservoir up and through your fountain of choice, allowing the water to flow back into the reservoir. A variety of fountain types are available to suit your style and budget. Enjoy watching the birds and butterflies that visit your fountain for refreshment.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT AQUASCAPEINC.COM/FOUNTAIN-KITS
The waterfall is, without a doubt, the most beautiful and sought-after landscape water feature. If space is limited in your yard, consider adding an Aquascape Pondless® Waterfall to enjoy the soothing sound of running water.

A waterfall can be soft and serene in the form of a babbling brook, or it can be more dramatic with a longer drop. Available in a variety of sizes and configurations, the Pondless Waterfall is a great option for both small and large outdoor spaces.

Waterfalls are extremely low maintenance, energy efficient, and attract a variety of wildlife. Children love exploring nature in and around the waterfall. Whether you add a waterfall to your front or backyard, be sure to locate it near a window so the melodious sounds can be enjoyed from inside your home, too!

For more information, visit aquascapeinc.com/pondless-waterfalls
KITS INCLUDE:

- Waterfall Spillway
- Pondless® Waterfall Vault
- AquaBlox® Water Storage Module
- AquaSurge® Pond Pump
- Piping
- EPDM Liner
- Geotextile Underlayment
- Plumbing and Installation Accessories
- Welcome Kit
- Small, Medium, and Large Kits include Automatic Dosing System for Fountains
- Medium and Large Kits include Garden and Pond LED Lighting Package

Create It

1. DIY Backyard Waterfall Kit
   #83001 [CDN #83001C]

2. Small Pondless® Waterfall Kit
   6’ Stream
   #53038 [CDN #53038C]

3. Medium Pondless® Waterfall Kit
   16’ Stream
   #53039 [CDN #53039C]

4. Large Pondless® Waterfall Kit
   26’ Stream
   #53041 [CDN #53041C]

Enhance It

5. Garden and Pond 1-Watt LED Waterfall and Up Light
   #84032

 NEW Color-Changing 2-Watt LED Waterfall and Up Light
   #84057

Maintain It

Automatic Dosing System for Fountains
   #96031

Prevent for Fountains
   #96042

Clean for Fountains
   #96037
A Pondless® Waterfall is simply a re-circulating waterfall or stream without the presence of a pond. The waterfall works by pumping water contained in a large, in-ground reservoir up and through the Waterfall Spillway, allowing the water to flow back down into the reservoir. This simple recirculation system requires very little maintenance, is easy to install, and ideal for families with young children or pets that love to play in water.

Enjoy the beauty and soothing sounds of a waterfall from any location in your yard. Tuck a small waterfall near the front entrance of your home to greet visitors, or delight in a longer waterfall in the backyard where you can incorporate interesting twists and turns.

You can easily add a pond to your waterfall later on, if you decide that you’d like to keep some fish and enjoy a larger variety of aquatic plants.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT AQUASCAPEINC.COM/PONDLESS-WATERFALLS
Imagine stepping outside your home into your very own backyard oasis, complete with a beautiful ecosystem pond. Sit back, relax, and enjoy the soothing sights and sounds of running water. Feel the cares of the world slip away as you enjoy your personal vacation spot!

An Aquascape ecosystem pond is self-sustaining, requires very little maintenance, and provides an opportunity to have fish as pets, without the regular upkeep of an indoor aquarium. Pond plants give you the chance to broaden your gardening horizons with choices that go beyond the standard petunia and rose. Bird lovers will delight in the new variety of feathered friends that flock to a water feature.

Spend quality time relaxing by your pond with family and friends. You’ll wonder why you waited so long to enhance your yard with a beautiful Aquascape ecosystem pond!

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT AQUASCAPEINC.COM/POD-WATER-GARDEN
KITS INCLUDE:
• Signature Series Pond Skimmer
• Signature Series BioFalls® Filter and BioBalls
• Aquasurge® Pond Pump
• Piping
• EPDM Liner
• Geotextile Underlayment
• Pump Check Valve Assembly and Installation Kit
• Welcome Kit
• Small, Medium, and Large Kits include Automatic Dosing System for Ponds
• Medium and Large Kits include a Garden and Pond Lighting Package

Create It
① DIY Backyard Pond Kit 4’ x 6’ #99763 [CDN #83005]
DIY Backyard Pond Kit 6’ x 8’ #99764 [CDN #83006]
DIY Backyard Pond Kit 8’ x 11’ #99765 [CDN #83007]
② Small Pond Kit 8’ x 11’ #53033 [CDN #53043]
③ Medium Pond Kit 11’ x 16’ #53034 [CDN #53044]
④ Large Pond Kit 21’ x 26’ #53035 [CDN #53045]

Enhance It
⑤ Add Lighting
• Garden and Pond LED Spotlight Kit #84030
• Garden and Pond 1-Watt LED Spotlight #84031
• Garden and Pond 3-Watt LED Spotlight #84032
• NEW Color-Changing 4.5-Watt LED Spotlight #84033
• Garden and Pond 6-Watt LED Spotlight #84034
• NEW Color-Changing 8-Watt LED Spotlight #84035
⑥ Path and Area 3-Watt LED Hat Top Landscape Lights #84063
• Path and Area 3-Watt LED Dome Landscape Lights #84064

Maintain It
⑤ Automatic Dosing System for Ponds #96030
• Maintain for Ponds #96032
• Clean for Ponds #96034
• Clear for Ponds #96033
• Protect for Ponds #96035
Filtration System
An ecosystem pond includes both a biological and mechanical filter. The biological filter provides surface area for beneficial bacteria to colonize and removes excess nutrients from the water. The mechanical filter houses the pump and skims debris from the water’s surface to prevent organic materials from accumulating on the pond floor.

Rocks and Gravel
Rocks and gravel protect pond liners from UV light degradation. In addition, rocks and gravel provide surface area for beneficial bacteria to grow and break down excess nutrients in the water.

Circulation System
Your pond’s circulation system consists of a pump and plumbing. These elements create an efficient system that keeps the water moving and provides necessary oxygen levels for healthy fish and plants.

Fish
Fish are an integral part of your pond as they reduce pond maintenance by grazing on string algae and bottom feeding from the pond floor. They also make enjoyable pets!

Pond Plants
Plants add color and texture to your pond while providing beneficial filtration. They absorb nutrients in a pond, depriving algae of its food source. Pond plants are critical for the overall health of your pond’s ecosystem.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT AQUASCAPEINC.COM/POND-WATER-GARDEN
GET READY TO LOVE YOUR BACKYARD!

FIND A RETAILER
Visit your neighborhood water gardening store or garden center to find quality Aquascape water feature products. Or log onto aquascapeinc.com to locate an Aquascape authorized retailer near you.

TO FIND A RETAILER NEAR YOU, PLEASE VISIT AQUASCAPEINC.COM/RETAILERLOCATOR

FIND A CONTRACTOR
Schedule an in-person consultation with a knowledgeable Certified Aquascape Contractor and discover how a water feature will enhance all the ways you enjoy your yard. Visit aquascapeinc.com to find a Certified Aquascape Contractor in your area.

TO FIND A CERTIFIED AQUASCAPE CONTRACTOR NEAR YOU, PLEASE VISIT AQUASCAPEINC.COM/FIND-AQUASCAPE-CERTIFIED-CONTRACTORS

Our pre-qualified certified contractors are the best at what they do. We make sure of it.

INSPIRATION AND EDUCATION
Learn more about water features and the Aquascape Lifestyle with the following resources:

Find Us on Facebook
facebook.com/aquascapeinc

Pondside Monthly E-Newsletter
aquascapeinc.com/pondside-monthly-e-newsletter

Follow Us on YouTube
youtube.com/aquascape4

Greg Wittstock, The Pond Guy Vlog
youtube.com/gregwittstockthepondguy

Be Inspired on Pinterest
pinterest.com/aquascapeinc

Connect with Us on Twitter
twitter.com/aquascapeinc
The Aquascape Foundation is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization established in 2008. The mission of the Foundation is to create sustainable solutions for the world-wide water crisis and promote awareness of water as our most precious resource through environmental, educational, and philanthropic efforts.

The Foundation is utilizing core Aquascape technology to end needless suffering. With the Aquascape Rainwater Harvesting System we can capture, purify, and store thousands of gallons of rainwater, making it accessible and potable. Our technology not only brings health and wellness to a community, but with an accessible water source, children can focus on education and adults can focus on employment. It’s a smart and sustainable solution to a complex problem.

TO LEARN MORE OR TO MAKE A DONATION, PLEASE VISIT AQUASCAPEFOUNDATION.ORG

WATER IS LIFE!